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A B S T R A C T 

Two-dimensional arrays of solid stale detectors have long heen used in visible and 
infrared systems. Hybrid arrays with separately optimized detector and readout sub
strates have been extensively developed for infrared sensors. The characteristics and 
use of these infrared readout chips *vith silicon PIN diode arrays produced by MK'iios 
srMK'ONDi'CTOit for delerling high-energy particles are reported. Some ofthe.se arrays 
haw lii'eii produced in formats as large as .r)l^ x h\'l pixels: others have been radiation 
hardened to total dos» levels beyond 1 Mrad. Dala generation rates of 3S0 megasam 
plef/second have been achieved. Analog and digital signal transmission and processing 
techniques have also been developed to accept and reduce these high data rait-1 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

High-resolution vertex and tracking devices at the SSC will he important for the 
reconstruction of complex events, including secondary vertices close, to the primary in
teraction point. The main properties required of these devices are: fast response time, 
fine spatial resolution, mtiiliplr particle resolution, and radiation hardness. 

A resolution of heller than 10 ;im and the ability to distinguish the. many particles 
of a jet can be achieved with two-dimensional pixel devices. Due to the three-dimensional 
nature of the coordinate information provided, these provide efficient track finding with 
a minimum number of layers in the high multiplicity environment of the SSC. 

The SSC beam crossing period will be 15 ns. and interesting events will occur 
every 10ft to 10.000 crossings. Hit limes must be recorded to an accuracy of one crossing 
period, and the readout t ime of the detectors must he less than the mean interval between 
interesting events to avoid large dead time losses. 
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The expected combination of high luminosity and large particle multiplicity will 
produce a high-radiation environment in the vicinity of the collision point. For a proton-
proton total cross section of approximately 100 mbarn, the fjSC will yield approximately 
10 s interactions per second when operating at its design luminosity of lO'VcniVsee. At 
a distance of 5 cm from the beam, the absorbed radiation dose will be approximately 
1 Mrad per year. 

New electronic detector systems usually require at least several years for develop
ment. Examples arc CCDs, infrared detector arrays and x-ray bolometers. The schedule 
for .the SSC construction is commensurate with the schedule for new vertex detector 
development if the latest existing technology is used as a base. 

D E V I C E C A N D I D A T E S 

Candidates for vertex/tracking devices at the SSC include; wire chambers, son 
ti Hating fiber detectors, silicon microstrip deter tors, double- sided mi'Toslrip defertors, 
silicon drift chambers; and pixel devices in the form of CVD arrays, munolitlm silirx M 
arrays and hybrid microdiode arrays. It is generally recognized that in terms of spare, 
momentum and two-tTark resolution, wire chambers at present are inferior to silicfm de
vices. It is also generally recognized that pixel devices fire prefeiable to strip devices or 
drift devices, as far as two-track resolution is concerned. 

Pixel devices - i n particular, silicon diode arrays - are a natural choice for vertex 
detectors. These devices provide three-dimensional coordinate information with a spatial 
resolution of a few microns. However, as we move farther frum the collision point to 
the tracking detector, many of the other devices mentioned above heroine attractive 
candidates for a variety of reasons. 

A vertex detector based on the use of a pixel device would provide efficient trark 
finding with a minimum number of layers in the high multiplicity environment of the 
SSC due to the three-dimensional nature of the coordinate information provided. The 
absence of ambiguities in coordinate matching which are always present in nonpixel de
vices allows the number of detector layers to be minimised, thereby reducing the size and 
cost of the vertex detector. 

The only pixel devices presently in use in high energy physics experiments today are 
CCDs. These devices are inappropriate to the SSC environment for A variety of reasons, 
including: (i) a small signal size of about 1000 electrons, which necessitates their being 
cooled, renders them extremely susceptible to degradation caused by radiation damage, 
and requires costly and delicate readout electronics; (ii) a varying transfer efficienry 
across their faces; (iii) no off gate during readout, resulting in a time/space ambiguity; 
and (iv) a serial readout resulting in a readout time of about 10 msec for a device with 
10 s pixels. 

A number of researchers are presently working on the problem of fully integrated 
pixel detectors in monolithic arrays. ' The goal is to fabricate the readout electromrs 
on the same high-resistivity silicon as the detector diodes. Success in these effort* will 
result in detectors having the minimum thickness possible. However, there will be a l>fw 
of flexibility. A change i.i either the detector specification or the readout specification 
will result in not only a circuit change, but also a re-analysis of the production process. 
since they are now intimately coupled. Thrie will be difficulty in production, since bolli 
the detector and (he i>-*drj»l electronics must be fabricated in Ir.gh-resiMiviiy facilities 
which can hand'- new process. There are far fewer of these facilities worldwide tha-t 
there .,. .iose which can produce more conventional circuits. 
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Fig, 1 : Schematic representation of a Silicon PIN Diode hybrid detector. 

The architecture which wc find to be well suited for charged particle detection at 
the SSC is that of a hybrid. The charged particle detector and the readout electronics 
are constructed as two separate silicon chips, each optimized for its specific function. The 
two chips, indium bump bundled together, then provide the basic building block for the 
construction of a detector array. 

SILICON HYBRID ARRAY EXPERIENCE 
The choice of the hybrid design {viz., one in which each diode of the detector 

array is bonded to an independent amplifier readout circuit on a maling VLSI chip 
via an array of aligned indium metal bumps that cold weld under pressure to form 
ohmic contact), allows for additional flexibility in the selection of detector and readout 
electronics. For instance, a change in the leakage current specification of the detector 
array will not affect the readout electronics, nor will a change in the VLSI chip oxide 
thickness to accommodate a radiation hardness specification affect the detector array. 
Figure 1 is a schematic representation of a silicon PIN diode array hybrid. Figure 2 is a 
micropbotograph of an array of indium bumps prior to the bonding process. The bumps 
shown arc approximately 15 ^m in diameter. A small (10 x 64 pixel) hybrid mounted in 
a 68-pin leadless carrier is shown in Fig. 3. The readout chip in this device, the Hughes 
CRC-198, was originally designed to mate with a long-wave infrared detector chip which 
for optical reasons required 120 /*m square pixels. The success of this chip lead to a 
series of larger arrays with smaller pixels (for 3-4 ftm infrared platinum siUcide Schottky 
barrier detectors) as shown in Table I. A photograph of the 256 x 256 pixel CRC-365 
hybrid, which has become fairly mature, is shown ID Fig. 4. Figure 5 is a histogram of 
the infrared sensitivity of each pixel of a 256 x 256 hybrid array. Of note is the nearly 
identical electronic response of the 65,536 pixels of the array and the notation that only 
three pixels in the array are dead. Currently being developed are 512 x 512 (see Fig. 6) 
and larger arrays. The circuit used in the array unit cell of all of the chips listed in 
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Fig- 2 : A microphotograph of an array of indium bumps prior to the bonding piuc<"is. 

Table I is called a source follower per detector (pixel) or SFD with direct readout (DUO) 
multiplexing as opposed to CCl) multiplexing. 

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the MOSFET circuit of the 10 x64 readout array. 
The diagram has been divided into its several functional portions. The section replicated 
for each pixel contains four MOSFETs. Signal charge is generated by the detector diode. 
and is fed to ttie gate of the signal MOSFET, where it stays until a readout is made. The 
pixel selection circuit indicates how a sequence of address lines can select an individual 
pixel by turning on the gates of the \'[>D bias MOSFET and the enable gate of the 
reset MOSFET. The UTtmt signal allows the gate of the signal MOSFET to be r«-set to 
the V„„ , level for any pixel that is enabled by the reset MOSFET. All of the signal 
MOSFETs in a column of the array are connected to a readout MOSFET in a source 
follower configuration which proviH<s power for driving an external circuit. 

PIN DIODE HYBRID ARRAYS 
The existing infrared readout chips can be mated to PIN diode arrays to produce 

hybrids with a number of advantages as high-energy particle detectors. 
The present readout chips allow rattdmn access to any pixel, which then operates as 

an independent detector. By virtue of its geometry alone, each pixel detector {J'lN diode) 

Fig. 3 : A photograph of a 10 x 64 readout chip bump V>ndcd to a Silicon PIN diode 
array. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes xuy legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use
fulness of any informaiion, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 



Fig. -J : A photograph of a 256 x 256 silicon hybrid. 

provides about 3,000 times less sensitivity to diode leakage current than a microstrip 
detector, which will increase the radiation hardness to neutrons. To complement this 
increase in the radiation hardness of the detector diode, one of the present readout chips 
(the ]0x6-1 array) has been fabricated in a technology which is radiation hard at cryogenir 
temperatures to 1 Mrad of Cobalt 60 garnina rays. 

Thr hybrid operates at room temperature, eliminating the need for a cryostat and 
easing the problems of installation, alignment and accessibility for power and control 
cabling. 

The detector thickness itself can now be optimized. The PIN diode array can be 
fabricated to give the requisite signal (80 effim of silicon), while the VLSI chip can 
be thinned to less than 100 /jm if necessary. This feature is important for minimising 
multiple-scattering effects and also for limiting the number of adjacent pixels turned on 
by tracks incident at large angles to the surface. 

It should be noted that the diode anodes are indium bump bonded to the silicon 
readout chip, leaving the cathode available to be etched into a pattern of pads or strips. 
Signals picked up on the cathode p*4s would be available for fast triggering or for reducing 
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Fit,, 5 : A histogram of the infrared sensitivity of each pixel of a 256 x 256 hybrid 
array. 
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Fig. 6 : A photograph of a 512 x 512 silicon infrared hybrid. 

the readout time by using the random access nature of the readout eWtrooirs .System 
considerations will determine if the cathode signals are useful. 

To address the problem of data which may accumulate during tin- readout cycle 
gating circuitry can be designed to inhibit the flow of charge between tli<- delerii»r and 
the readout chip after an event is tagged. Alternatively, an input buffer ran be addr-d 
which leaves the detector alive but which does not alter the data being read out. Tfie.se 
features do not exist on the present readout chips. 

To address tin* problem of data being rtrcorded from various beam crossings, a design 
must be adopted which allows the data and the time of arrival to be correlated. Present 
chips do not have this feature. They do appear to have thr ability to provide a -fast 
indication that a particle has been recorded by the detector. However, we have not yet 
explicitly studied this feature in the laboratory. This ability, important if confirmed, can 

Table I. 
Design Array Size Pixel Size 

f^m) 
Year 

CRC 171 10 x 32 120 x 120 1980 
CRC 198 10 x 64 120 x 120 1981 
CRC-228 58 x 62 75 x 75 1!W3 
CRC-234 128 x 128 50 x 50 15JS1 
CRC-304 256 x 25G 30 x 30 1985 
CRC-350 256 x 25C 30 x 30 198C 
CRC-352 244 x 400 24 x 24 1986 
CRC-365 256 x 256 30 x 30 1986 
CRC-389A 244 x 400 24 x 24 1987 
CRC-389B 512 x 512 20 x 20 1987 
CRC-412 488 x 640 20 x 20 1988 
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Fig. 7 : Schematic drawing of the readout electronics of the 10 x 64 readout array. 

be used in designs to strobe shift registers which record time information while retaining 
the small pixel size of our present chips. 

In the present generation of readout chips, it should be noted that the power used 
during the write cycle is essentially zero. Power is used only when reading, and cooling 
needs thus are lessened. 

DESCRIPTION OF PRESENT HARDWARE 
There are two readout chip gtui^clries currently being built into detector arrays. 

Figure 8 is a photograph of the two mating PIN diode arrays on a production wafer. 
Shown arc a number of 10 x 64 arrays with 120 pm square pixels and a number of 256 x 256 
arrays with 30 /im square pixels. The diode arrays are identically processed and differ 
only in that they must mate with their respective readout chips. The readout 'ips are 

Fig. 8 : A photograph of 256 x 256 and 10 x 64 PIN detectors on a wafer. The five 
square structures at the top of the wafer are test diodes. The wafers have 
been manufactured by MICRON SEMICONDUCTOR, LTD., Sussex, England. 
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Fig. 9 : A block diagram of the high energy- physics data acquisition electronics. 

similar, but have some differences. For instance, the 10 x 64 array has been optimize! 
to be radiation hard 10 1 Mr ad at 10" K It has a random access architecture in th*i a 
unique setting of its address lines will select one and only one iu«r of pixels. The 256 y 2 "if. 
array, on the other hand, is random access in that the pixels aro fulilrrssc'cl via row ainl 
column shift registers. This feature makes addressing a given pixel more complicated \m\ 
allows easy implementation of a sparse scan algorithm. This particular readout chip li*-1-
becn optimized to collect electrons but is bipolar at the signal levels we expert. 

Figure 9 is a block diagram of the high energy physics data acquisition sys"-ii. 
A Sun Microsystems Sun-3/M0LO-4 workstation controls a system housing a Sun i/I 
CPU, a Motorola 68020 bus converter boaid, amplifiers. ADC's, digital signal processor-
and a clock generator. The digital signal processor is the Motorola DSP56001. 'flu-
device acquires data at a rate of 10 MIPS, processes it and passes il via \\a> MO'.Mr.'O 
to the Sun 3/E. The bus converter board, a Parity systems AV2fl dual-port proo—••'. 
interfaces the local analog bus (PECKBUS) to the VME bus. 

The noise performance of the 10 x 64 readout chip at 10" K has been nwa--iirH 
to be 45 electrons rms referred back to the input. This is within a factor of two of Un
expected Johnson noise of the gate of the input signal M OS PET. At room tempers <m 
the expected noise signal should be about 200 electrons rms. taking into account tii-
square root of the temperature ratio in the Johnson noise component. However. iK> 
measurement has not yet been made. If the noise performance is aa expected, dele* t>.r-
thinner than the traditional 300-/i:ii-lhick devices currently being fabricated would off-i 
more than adequate signal-to-noise performance. 

RESEARCH PROGRESS 
Using Detector Development funds from the Department of Energy, a contract v.-^ 

made with Micron Semiconductor to design and fabricate two silicon PIN diode array. 
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The array specifications were chosen to allow the detector chips to mate with two Hughes 
Aircraft Co, readout chips. The arrays fabricated are a 10 x 64 array with 120 pni square 
pixels and a 236 x 256 array with 'JO pm square pixels. The first silicon 10x64 hybrid 
arrays were completed in December 1988, and the silicon 256 x 256 hybrid arrays are 
being built. The data discussed in this paper were taken with the 10 x 6-1 array. 

Additional Detector Development funds were used to begin the fabrication of the 
dedicated high energy physics data acquisition system described above. The ampli-
fier/ADC/DSP56001 boards ami the clork generator in the present system, however, 
arc circuits remaining from the infrared data acquisition system. These need to be re 
designed to high energy physics criteria. Figure 10 is a photograph of the data acquisition 
electronics for the 256 x 256 array. 

A data acquisition and display software package based on the infrared system has 
been written. The operating system is UNIX, the DSP has been programmed in assembly 
language, and various control functions are written in Magic/L, an interactive language 

3-89 6 3 2 9 A 1 0 

Fig. 10 : A photograph of our present da.ta acquisition system for the 256 x 256 array. 
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Fig, 11 : A photograph of the SUN display screen. Included is a display of the lnihiij! 
and control pattern, the pulse height scale, and two event window- cadi 
showing a 10 x C4 representation of the hybrid. 

derived from forth. The Parity AV20 dual port processor has been programmed in < . 
and the DSP will be re programmed in C. Figure 11 is a photograph of a S I N tir-;»!a;. 
(luring data acquisition. The large window on the left displays the timing pal tern nx-d 
to read out the hybrid. The small window on the right shows iln- oul>e ln-iijii si .i!<-
which is a color scale frotii blue at the top to white at the bottom. The iwo reci.uiL'umr 
windows just right of the center represent the pixel array and contain two evi-ni-. i !,<• uni
on the right has detected an alpha particle, while the event on I he left \>m, two alph<e-
and a 59.5 KeY x-ray. 

Figure 12 is a photo of the hybrid placed under <ui Ariieriduiu 'J-11 alplm »<iuttf 
Anicricium 241 is also a source of 59,5 KeY and 2(>.!J KeY x-ray*. The mmniimi! I •,inr>-
is a low temperature Dewar for tests to be performed later, which will charade!)/ '- the 
hybrid's performance as a function of temperature. 

Figure 13 is a scope trace of an output channel. The faint tra-es ate the ••!•: 
tials from the detected alpha particle?,. Correlated double-sampling electioiiio de-( liber. 

Fig. 1 2 : A photograph of the hybrid mounted in the Dewar, under an Ameruium 
source. 
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Tig. 13 : A photograph of a scape trace of an output channel (one row) of the 10 x fll 
deteitur. 

elsewhere is needed to reduce the l/f noise and provide the excellent signal-to-noise 
ratio performance observed. 

At tlie present time, a system exists which can read with either of two defector 
geometries: 10 x G-l or 'J5(i xl'5G. The program of testing and characterizing those devices 
has just begun. The first hybrid arrays have just been manufactured. Preliminary data 
demonstrate the detection of alpha particles and 60 KeV x-rays with a high signal-to 
noise ratio. However, the readout system has not been optimized. The timing pattern 
and bias voltages have not been swept through their respective ranges, and environmental 
noise has not yet been removed. The preliminary data are encmiraging. The detection 
of a 60 KeV x-ray means that we have detected a signal having approximately 16,700 
electrons. This is less than the 2'l.UlK) electrons generated by a minimum ionizing particle 
traversing 300 ;im of silicon. 

Table II is a summary of current device characteristics. 

LOW-MASS, HIGH-DATA-RATE PACKAGING 
Packaging techniques have also been developed for the infrared application of these 

chips thM should be very useful for the SS(\ A beryllium module pedestal is shown in 
Fig. 14 that holds several 10 x 04 hybrids used on the Airborn Optical Adjunct (AOA) 
Program. The beryllium structure that holds up LO 48 of these modules in a focal plane 
(Fig. 15) is over 16 inches long. This focal plane generates over 380 million analog data 

Table II: Summary of Device Parameters . 
Array dimension 10x64 256 x 256 

Pixel size 120 /im 30 jim 
Detector material (iprmaiiium 

Silicon 
Silicon 

Number of readout channels 10 2 
Power during "write" cycle 0 mW OmW 

Power during read cycle 10 mW 2mW 
Present clock speed 1 MHz 2 MHz 

Theoretical clock speed 10 MHz 10 MHz 
Readout mode Random Access Random Access 

Processing power 20 MlPS/channcI 20 MlPS/cbannel 
Radiation hardness 1 Mrad 7 

Noise at room temperature < 300 e~ rms < 300 «~ rms 
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KIR H : A photograph of a beryllium module pedestal holding several 10 x M \•, l.u-: 
arravs. 

Fig. 15 : A photograph of the AOA foral plain-. 

samples per second. The data is thru converted from analog to digital wfonnMioi. -*v.<\ 
processed at a rate of 15 billion operations per gerund bv tin." data processor •Ornvw, n. 
Fig. 16. 

CONCLUSION 
Silicon PIN diode pixrl detectors appear to be the prime candidal*- for an SS<' \>-r?<-.\ 

detector. Pixel detectors should have the best performance in terms of resolution. Mgnai 
to-noise ratio, radiation hardness and unambiguous highspeed response. An arrhii'-i i un
to achieve correlation between the pixel containing the data and the time of 11 j«-- t><;i;i 
crossing using a combination of on-chip and off-chip signal processing appears fra-ib> 
to implement advanced radiation-hardened silicon CMOS technology. More slmh i-
required to ensure that the power that must be dissipated to achieve full operahnc 
speed is compatible with the maintenance of PIN diode operating temperaliin-s T h'-
producibltty af large hybrid diode array/readout chips of up to 512 x 512 pixels ha* h«->-!i 
demonstrated. 

Very preliminary data from our present 10 x 64 silicon hybrid arrays dcmuiiMr.r-
the detection of alpha particles and 60 KeV x-rays. 
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Fig. 16 : Sensor signal processor {or the AOA program. 
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